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Popcorn Box & Movie Tickets 
By Bethany McCue 

Singer Educator 

Learn how to create this fun popcorn box with personalized movie tickets with the Singer 
Momento taught by Singer Educator, Bethany McCue and Software Product Owner, Lee 
Adams. Check out the step-by-step video tutorial here plus a bonus project adding heat 
transfer vinyl (HTV) to a fuzzy blanket perfect for a cozy movie night at home. The video 
tutorial also has added tips on using our mySewnet crafting software to create any 
personalized custom project so check it out! 

What you need 

● Cardstock (Medium to Heavy Weight)  
The size of your cardstock will determine the size of your popcorn box. In this tutorial we are 
using a 12” x 24” medium weight cardstock to make a large popcorn box.  

● Dual Tip Pen  

● Tape or Glue Stick 

● Light Grip Mat (choose a size based on your cardstock size) 

● Scraper Tool 

● Debossing Blade for Scoring 

● Basic Blade for Cutting 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IjvjTWRMd0
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Directions 
1. Once you load the popcorn box cut file into mySewnet crafting software you can 

adjust the size of the popcorn box in your canvas to make the box as big or as small 
as you like. Send the project to the machine to cut out.  

 

2. Place the cardstock on the light grip mat and load the mat into the Momento. 

3. Load the debossing tool into the right tool bay on the Momento as instructed by the 
mySewnet crafting software. Click start on your device or on the LCD screen directly 
on the Momento to begin the first step of the project.  

The Debossing Tool will create score lines on the cardstock making it much 
easier to fold and construct the popcorn box.  
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4. Unload the debossing tool and load the basic blade into the right tool bay on the 
Momento as instructed by the mySewnet crafting software. Click start to begin 
cutting out your popcorn box.  

 

5. When cutting is finished, unload the mat from the Momento. Carefully remove the 
excess cardstock around the popcorn box design.  

PRO-TIP: Turn the mat over face down on a table and gentle pull back the mat 
from the cardstock using one hand to keep the cardstock flat on the table. 
Doing it this way will prevent your cardstock from curling as you remove it from 
the light grip mat. Afterwards lay your mat flat to store until next use.  

 

6. To construct the popcorn box, begin by folding along each score line created by the 
debossing tool.  

PRO-TIP: Use the scraper tool to create a firm and clean crease along the fold 
lines to give your finished popcorn box a nice, finished shape.  
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7. Once you fold along the score lines the box naturally takes shape. Fold in the bottom 
support of the box. Use tape or a glue stick to secure where the 2 sides of the box 
come together.  

8. Load the movie tickets cut file into the mySewnet crafting software. You can adjust 
the size of the movie tickets, personalize them with fonts, and make additional copies 
of them.  

PRO-TIP: Check out our step-by-step video tutorial linked at the beginning of 
this tutorial to learn how to use the mySewnet crafting software to personalize 
and edit the movie tickets including BONUS software tips and shortcuts! 

 

9. When you have your movie tickets sized, personalized and ready to make you can 
send the project to the Momento machine.  

10. Place the cardstock on the light grip mat and load the mat into the Momento. 
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11. The first step of this design is to load the Dual Tip Pen into the left tool bay on the 
Momento with the marker side down to draw the bolder outline of the movie tickets 
first. Follow the prompts in the mySewnet crafting software.  

 

12. The second step of this design is to flip the Dual Tip Pen over to the fine point pen 
and place back into the left tool bay. The mySewnet crafting software will also direct 
you to go ahead and add the basic blade into the right tool bay.  

 

13. Once the Momento has finished drawing, writing and cutting unload the mat from the 
Momento and remove carefully remove the movie tickets from the light grip mat.  

PRO-TIP: Always return pen caps immediately after use and place the clear 
protective sheet back over your mat to store flat or hang flat between uses.  
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14. Use tape or a glue stick to attach the movie tickets to your popcorn box.  

 

The most fun step is to fill your personalized popcorn box with a tasty snack, candy, and 
goodies to enjoy with others while watching a movie at home. Or make small boxes to use 
as party favors for your next event. Get creative and have fun!  
 
 


